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Science, Values, and Ecological Vision
Thinking (1)

• In 1958, just five years after Watson and Crick revealed the 
molecular structure of DNA, the philosopher Hannah Arendt 
warned presciently of the growing alienation that science was 
causing between humankind and the natural world. 

• This warning came in her book The Human Condition at a time 
when the “biological revolution” was still nascent, and well before 
the dawn of contemporary genetic engineering and 
biotechnology. 

• “The human artifice of the world,” Arendt writes, “separates 
human existence from all mere animal environment, but life itself 
is outside this artificial world, and through life man remains 
related to all other living organisms.
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Bruce JenningsReference Source: Minding Nature Journal

August 2009, Volume 2, Number 2

https://www.humansandnature.org/bruce-jennings


Ecocivilisation promotes . . . 
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• From EGO (Egoism) to ECO (Ecologism)
• We are Nature



Science, Values, and Ecological Vision 
Thinking (continued)

• For some time now, a great many scientific endeavors 
have been directed toward making life also ‘artificial,’ 
toward cutting the last tie through which even man 
belongs among the children of nature.” 

• And she concludes, “The question is only whether we 
wish to use our new scientific and technical knowledge in 
this direction, and this question cannot be decided by 
scientific means; it is a political question of the first order 
and therefore can hardly be left to the decision of 
professional scientists or professional politicians” (p. 2-3).
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https://www.humansandnature.org/bruce-jennings


Ecocivilisation Year of Water 2023
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• It is an attempt to cross-pollinate “the scientific and technological approaches 
and the humanity, art and cultural approaches”. 

• Series of webinars are being schedules. Through the lens of cross-pollination!



Concerning Water Risk/ Water Security. . . .Many Questions 
confront the World 

• How can we ensure that an adequate supply of clean water is available, 
both for today and for coming generations? 

• How equitable will access to it be? How should it be managed, and by 
whom? 

• What will the implications of climate change be on the quality and 
quantity of fresh water? 

• Is clean water destined to become for the twenty-first century what 
petroleum was for the twentieth, a source of geopolitical power and 
conflict? 

• Will social change concerning water use come through technological 
innovation or through cultural and value change, or some combination of 
both?
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Diseases, Pandemics (COVID-19) and Water Risks

• Concurrent with the ecological dimensions of the water crisis are public 
health dimensions, including, but not limited to, the spread of water-
borne diseases, particularly in the developing world. 

• Existing systems need to be modified, or new systems need to be created, 
so as to achieve more just access to clean drinking water, as well as to 
provide for effective societal responses to public health concerns. Calling 
for a New Water Management/ Governance Paradigm began in 2020 by 
awaken peoples.

• Existing systems consisted of hardware and software. 
1. Water technologies, water management systems as hardware and
2. water ethics and Ecologism as software.

• Water Professionals are Key to success. They need to know not only 
interdisciplinary but also transdisciplinary! Not only about self but also the 
Nature! 
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HELP High-level Expert and Leaders Panel
https://www.wateranddisaster.org/

• High-Level Expert Panel on Water and Disaster (HLEP/UNSGAB)
The High-Level Expert Panel on Water and Disaster (HLEP/UNSGAB) was convened at the 
request of the UN Secretary General’s Advisory Board on water and Sanitation (UNSGAB) in 
2007, under the Presidency of H.E. Dr. Han Seung-soo, Prime Minister of the Republic of 
Korea and Former President of the Korea Water Forum. 

• The HELP included 21 experts in disaster preparedness and response and international 
issues, and was co-moderated by the World Water Council, the UN Secretariat for the 
International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR), the Japan Water Forum and the 
Korea Water Forum. More … https://www.wateranddisaster.org/who-we-are/

• The issue of “water and disasters” must be addressed if we hope to make sustainable 
development a reality.

• The High-level Experts and Leaders Panel on Water and Disasters (HELP) issues principles 
and flagship initiatives to assist the international community, governments and 
stakeholders in mobilizing political will and resources, when adopted, principles turn 
policies. 

• HELP promotes actions to raise awareness, ensure coordination and collaboration, 
establish common goals and targets, monitor progress, and take effective measures aimed 
at addressing the issues of water and disasters. 

• This presentation is a proof of Action in Cross-pollination among HELP, Ecocivilisation, 
and wider international  Community.
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https://www.wateranddisaster.org/
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HELP Flagship Initiatives

• One of the main HELP activities is to implement the Flagship 
Initiatives. 

• The lead organization of the each of the Initiatives share its 
progress and future plan at the HELP meetings taking place twice a 
year. 

• Currently, there are four HELP Flagship Initiatives.

➢ Climate Change led by the Government of the Netherlands

➢ Financing and Investment for Water-related DRR led by the Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism of Japan

➢ Alliance of Alliances for Water-related DRR Researches led by 
International Centre for Water Hazard and Risk Management 
(ICHARM) and Sichuan University, China

➢ HELP Flagship Documents 9Reference source: https://www.wateranddisaster.org

https://www.wateranddisaster.org/investment-and-financing-for-addressing-water-related-disasters/


HELP Flagship Initiatives 
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PEACE before, during and after Water-related Disasters

Rationale of the Principles

As water is a fundamental source for lives and 
livelihood of people and a key element of the 
environment, excess, shortage, and/or pollution 
of water have been of major concern by leaders, 
politicians, diplomats, stakeholders, and citizens. 
Such concern and awareness are heightened 
particularly when water is in an extreme status. 
Women, children, and vulnerable populations are 
particularly at higher risk in emergencies.

Why this Report?
Within Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) 
and water-related climate risks, 
much attention is paid to floods and 
storm surges. However, droughts are 
among the most far-reaching yet 
most impactful natural hazards to 
both nature and humanity! (Reference source: https://www.wateranddisaster.org)



HELP Latest Announcements
https://www.wateranddisaster.org/

• Latest Announcements Read more
• HELP Message to G20 Leaders was launched on Friday, November 

11th, 2022 in Bali, Indonesia. read more
• HELP Global Report on Water and Disasters 2022 was launched at 

the G20 Special Event “Building Back Stronger from Impacts of 
COVID-19, Climate Change, and Disasters – Actions towards Quality 
Society -” on November 11th, 2022 in Bali, Indonesia.

• HELP Guiding Principles for Drought Risk Management under a 
Changing Climate was launched on March 22nd, 2022 in Dakar

• HELP Secretariat is looking for interns for creating “World Water 
Heritage database.” Read more

• HELP Chair calls for urgent support to the Kingdom of Tonga and 
other countries affected by submarine volcano eruption and 
tsunami on January 24th, 2022. 

• Read more
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https://www.wateranddisaster.org/
http://www.wateranddisaster.org/category/announcement/
http://www.wateranddisaster.org/cms310261/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Water-Message-to-G20-Leaders_second-draft_11102022-confirmed-final.pdf
https://www.wateranddisaster.org/help-message-to-g20-leaders-launched-in-bali/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rglMTLjpXtWq-7uRisFPXAewCl89cXCI/view
https://www.deltares.nl/en/news/new-perspectives-on-droughts-in-a-time-of-climate-change/
http://www.wateranddisaster.org/cms310261/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Call-for-interns_01242022.pdf
http://www.wateranddisaster.org/cms310261/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Announcement-of-HELP-on-Tonga-Disaster.pdf


အရှင်ဘုရ ား ...
ဘုရ ားတပည့််တတ ်၊ ဆုတတ င်ား တ   ်၍
ပူတ  ်ပါရ၊ ကက ပန်ားလှက ု
ဘုရ ့်ကျွန်အ ား၊ တ တတ ထ ား၍
သန ားသဖြင့််၊ လှ ်ားလင့််တတ ် ှု
ခံယူတလပါ၊ ကရုဏ သခင်
တရွှေြုန်ားရှင်ဘုရ ား။

တပည့််တတ ်သည်
အတလ  ်အသင့််၊ တရှားကံပင့််၍
ဖ င့််ဖ တ်သ စည်၊ ဖ န်  ဖပည်၌
သတဓေတည်က ၊ ြ  ားဖ င်လ သည်
   ားစ  ဂုဏ်ယူ  ပါသည်။

    ြ  ားရ ၊ ဖပည်ဖ န်  ၏

သ ကခ အက င့််၊ ဖ င့််ထက် ဖ င့််တအ င်

ပ င့််သည်ပည ၊ ဖြ ထက်ဖြ တအ င်

ဝ  ဇ  တတ်    ား၊ တ ုားထက်တ ုားတအ င်
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က ုယက်   ား  က်စ ၊ တြက်တည်ားကကည့််၍
    က ုယက်   ား၊ ရဓ ုားဓ ုားဖြင့််
လ ပ်    ားစဉ်လ ၊ သ ားယတု်  ဟု
ရ ံွံ့ရှ ြ ယ်လ ၊ တလ ဘရှ တသ 
  က်စ ကင်ားရပါလ ု၏။

တငမ်  ိုး ၏ နငှိ်ုးဆပွီင့််ပပေါ် အ ပ်ပပ  ်ခြငိ်ုး ကဗ  စ အ ပ်မှ
ကက ပန်ိုးပူပ  ် ၊ ၃၀၊ ၄၊ ၁၉၇၂

စက်   ုား စက် တဖ ၊ စက်ကက  ား တစလ က်
တလှ ှသတဘဘ ၊ တတ  ှမ   ွံ့ဖပ
လှည်ား ှဂ က်ယ ဉ၊် ကညင်ဆီ ှ လ ပ်စစ်
တတခတ်ထက် တတခတ်
သစ်ထက်သစ်တအ င်
တခတ်တဟ င်ားက ုလှန်၊ တခတ်သစ်ြန်ြ ုို့
ဓ ုင်ငံ၏သ ား၊ တ ၀န်   ားဟု
သ န ားလည်ပါသည် အရှင်။

ကက ပန်ားဒါနံ၊ တက င်ား ှုကံတကက င့််
ဓ ုင်ငံအက   ား၊ ဆထ ်ားပ ုားဖြင့််
သယ်ပ ုားပါရ၊ ဖ တ်ဘ၀က ု
တတ င့််တဆုပန်လ ုပါသည်။



တငမ်  ိုး ၏ နငှိ်ုးဆပွီင့််ပပေါ် အ ပ်ပပ  ်ခြငိ်ုး ကဗ  စ အ ပ်မှ
ကက ပန်ိုးပူပ  ် ၊ ၃၀၊ ၄၊ ၁၉၇၂ (အဆက)်

    အတ က်၊ တ ုင်ားဖပည်ရှက်  ည့််
  က်ဓှ  လှ၊  ှုက စစက ု
တရှ င်ရရှ ားရ ပါလ ု၏။

က ုယက်   ား က်၍
ြ က်ခ ့်သစစ ၊ အကက  က်ရှ က 
  က်ဓှ ရတကက င်ား၊ လ  က ုတရ င်ား၍
 တက င်ားသည်က ု၊ အတက င်ားဆ ုလ က်
ယ ုသူ ရှက်၊ ဖ င်သူရှက်   
အထက်က ုပင်ား၊ တအ က်က ုနင်ားသည့််
သ  ်ြ င်ား ူရ ၊ စ တ်ဓံုခ  က ု
တအ င်ပါလ ု၏၊ တအ င်လ ု၏။
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တန င်အခါ
ရ  ၀င်တ င်၊ စ တင်ရ ည်
ရှ သည် ှန်စ  ၊ ထ ုတရ ခါ၌
ရ  ၀င်တရား၊ ဥ ဏ်ပတဂားတ ုို့
သ  ်ားတသ ား ဆံုား၊ သတရ ်ပပံ ား ှ
လံုားလံုားလ တ်ရပါလ ု၏။

တပည့််တတ ်သည်
 တက  ် ကက ား၊  ထင်ရှ ားသည့််
လူသ ား ည်က ၊ ဖြစ်ရပါတစ
တတ်ပါသ  ၊ စ  ်ားအစဖြင့််
  န ြက်၊ အ  က်  ရှ 
သတတ က ုတ  ား၊   က ုတကျွားလ က်
တက ား ူားသ တတ်၊ သ ား  န်ဖ တ်ဟု
သ  ှတ်ကကည်ဖြြူ၊ ဓှုတ်ပ ွံံ့ကကြူဖြင့််
ဂုဏ်ယူ၀ ်ားသ ၊   ဖ န်  ၏
  က်ဓှ ပန်ားက ု ဖ င်လ ု၏။

---



Conclusions
• Water is not a mere “resource” as it is a lynchpin in the entire web of planetary life. 

• The focus of new water management/governance paradigm is not on water 

in isolation, but on (i) the natural water cycle, (ii) human-water interaction in 

all performances such as physical, technological, spiritual, ethical, and 

cultural, and (iii) water as a circular system of life.

• We need to further research on how these three cycles connect the land, 

the atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, and the Sustainable Development. 
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Note: Ecologism is a new political ideology based on the position that the non-human world is worthy 
of moral consideration, and that this should be taken into account in social, economic, and political systems.

The difference: While environmentalism focuses more on the environmental and nature-related aspects of 
green ideology and politics, ecologism combines the ideology of social ecology and environmentalism.

Social ecology is the study of how individuals interact with and respond to the environment around them, 
and how these interactions affect society and the environment as a whole.

Reference source: http://www.qikipedia.com

(Reference source: https://www.myanmarwatersacademy.com)



Thank You!

Contact: Prof. Dr. Khin Ni Ni Thein
aiweb.lead@gmail.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/khinninithein

https://www.myanmarwatersacademy.com
https://www.ecocivilisation.eu/en/
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